A dedica- for the book Lawrence and His Friends^ I tried to sum up my
tion at impressions of this complex character. St. Paul's We went to St. Paul's for the dedication of Kennington's bronze bust of Lawrence, when Lord Halifax made a noble oration, before we descended to the crypt where the bust was placed. Kennington himself in the lightest of clothes was noticeable among the dark clad rows of men and women.
I thought of the bitter things'Lawrence had written about the service over Hardy's remains in the Abbey; but of Lord Halifax's presence, a layman's, in the pulpit he would not have disapproved. Nor would he have disapproved of the service at the Abbey on Lord Allcnby's death; for Lord Allenby was the very type of Christian soldier, upright, forthright, strong and gentle at the same time, The impassive dignity with which Lady Allenby, walking alone behind her husband's bier as it passed down the nave, made an unforgettable impression upon my wife and myself. It is easy to understand Lawrence's devotion to such a man among men, as was Allenby. Alas, I was reaching the age of adieus; the more need for cherishing the qualities of the living.
Kennington was devoting himself to Lawrence's glorification—for him Lawrence was the perfect man, who could do no wrong. The stone carvings I saw at his country studio were all inspired by his hero. It is good for an artist, for a sculptor especially, to have a strong motive for his work. Sculptors themselves rarely believe in the worth of their themes; the convention of not meaning that which they say has been too constant to be overcome by any but a few isolated men. How many memorials of the war, for instance, have meaning? Yet here was an occasion for depth of feeling and sincerity, which English painters, on the other hand, did not miss, Eric Gill has written wisely on the sculptor's task, and his war memorial at Leeds University, showing Christ driving the money-lenders from the Temple, has conviction and style. Later he has become mannered and his refined craftsmanship is scarcely calculated to withstand the disintegrating wear of time and weather. 266

